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Summary:
Initially, we scanned the entire target IP range for hosts. We found several machines within the
subnet - one was different. We ruled out the machine at IP 172.28.128.1 due to it being a
machine without the same ports as the rest.

Our first course of action was to scan the target subnet for open machines. We noticed a
security warning in the nmap tool. Nmap is a tool that allows us to probe machines on the
network for open services that we can access, as well as detect their operating systems and
application versions. The issue in nmap was that it was allowed to run as root (sudo) user, with
full administrative privileges, without a password. This is a security risk due to the fact that users
can run custom scripts with nmap as part of the tool, and those scripts can access critical
functions of the system. Therefore, a competitor that decided to run a malicious script would
have that script run with the same top-level permissions as the application, without
authentication - this is called a “privilege escalation exploit.”

Upon analysis of competitor machines, we noticed they had an open IRC (internet relay chat)
server. This was our attack vector. It had a well-known and well-documented vulnerability that
we could exploit using a tool called Meta-sploit. This tool is a vast collection of attacks, and of
remote access tools, that can be used easily and by anyone - to be specific, over 2,000 attack
vectors and 600 remote access tools.

We used the attack that Meta-sploit had for the IRC server, specifically named “UnrealIRC'' -
which had an easy to exploit ‘remote code execution’ problem. This meant that, when attacked,
we could run commands on a target computer. We ran this attack, which granted us a
command-line in the target machine.

Figure 1: Open services on target machines (ports). Note the IRC server on port 6667 that was
vulnerable.








